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Abstract 
 
 
 
Currently, almost all tools for urban design and architecture in general are 
conceived as single user tools and interaction works mostly with mouse or 
keyboard. These tools work on a high level of complexity and exclude many 
interested people. This gap gets even bigger when it comes to simulation tools in 
these fields.  
This thesis aims to change this by introducing a tangible user interface (TUI) for 
collaborative design and decision support. This tool enables users to get in touch 
with an agent-based model (ABM) without any knowledge in coding or even 
interacting with computers. It connects physical objects to digital information. 
The model simulates the activity-based travel demand of people in the newly 
developed district Deutzer Hafen in Cologne and its surroundings. It is built in 
collaboration with Amanda Barbosa Jardim, who develops a synthetic population 
based on social media, which populates the model.  
Through the interface, urban designers and project developers can modify the 
scenario in the district concerning population and building use. They can answer 
questions of how certain layouts would influence the traffic, the mobility choices 
made in the district, and the urban vitality of the public spaces. For measuring the 
success of this, a benchmark based on Jane Jacob’s ideas of urban vitality is 
introduced. 
The tool aims to show new ways of collaborative, evidence-based decision making 
that can include all stakeholders. It aims to break down the complexity of 
computation behind such simulations and give the users the freedom of exploring 
it in a game-like experience.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
KEYWORDS | tangible user interfaces, agent-based modelling, decision support 
systems, activity-based travel demand, synthetic populations 
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  Introduction * 
 
 

 
The revitalization project of Deutzer Hafen aims to transform the old industrial 
harbor district of Cologne into a new, vibrant neighborhood. Designed by the 
danish architecture firm COBE [32], the project was chosen in a competition 
organized by the city in 2016.  
 
Because of its location on the Rhine river, the main focus of the project is on dealing 
with the river’s strong tides. The promenades are made to be flooded during high 
tide periods, keeping the buildings and plazas dry. Additionally, rainwater is 
collected in a big public pool with a waterfall, which is the main attraction of the 
new district.  
 
The mixed use buildings are supposed to house 5.000 people and serve as 
workspace for another 4.500, who will be able to access the rest of Cologne 
through new bicycle and pedestrian paths, including a bridge that spans directly 
to the city center. New public transportation routes, such as waterbuses and a train 
(S-Bahn) station are also planned. As well as mobility stations with bike and car 
sharing offers [57]. All these possibilities and easy access aim to encourage people 
to leave their cars at home. 
 
Even before its construction, the project already received platinum in the DGNB 
(German Sustainable Building Council) [66] certification system, which is the 
highest possible ranking. The main aspects of the project highlighted by the council 
were “turning water challenges into water resources, while also creating a livable 
and mixed city [...] with focus on cycling, future means of transport and diverse 
building sites and types”. 
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Figure 3| The Deutzer Hafen district as of today.[32]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4 Revitalization project of the district.[32]. 
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We use the future district as case study in building a decision support system for 
urban planning, that is composed of three parts: an agent-based model, a tangible 
user interface and a synthetic population. 
 
Agent-based models (ABMs) are used in multiple fields to simulate complex 
systems through a set of independent agents that follow certain rules and react on 
an environment. In urban planning, activity-based travel demand models (ABTDM) 
are used to estimate the demand for travel in a region and the resulting 
performance of the transportation system, according to different scenarios and 
policy, economic, demographic or land use changes, as defined by Castiglione et. 
al in “Activity-Based Travel Demand Models: A Primer” [28]. They also define the 
focus of these models as “whether, when, and where to participate in activities and 
for how long. Travel is a derived demand resulting from the need for people to 
engage in activities outside the home”. This need for traveling and engaging in 
activities has also been connected to quality of urban spaces.  
 
In “Life Between Buildings”, Gehl [35] writes that in public spaces of poor quality, 
people only pass by on the way to necessary activities that they must do, like going 
to work or shopping. On the other hand, if the public space is of good quality, 
people start engaging in more optional activities, such as taking a walk or sitting 
on a bench. People attract more people, and so social activities, that result from 
the presence of others, such as just watching people passing by, also arise. 
Jane Jacobs, in “The Death and Life of Great American Cities” [47], connects 
urban vitality to diversity in the built environment. For an urban space to be 
successful and safe, a diversity of people should pass by it, with different purposes, 
and in different times of the day. 
 
Based on these theories, we aim to use an ABTDM to measure the urban vitality 
of the public spaces in the district, based on the activity and travelling patterns of 
the population. This is done by testing different scenarios in which we change 
interactive parameters of the model: the use of the buildings and the demographics 
of the population. We can then determine which scenarios benefit the most life in 
the public spaces of the district, by finding areas of interest or problematic ones. 
 
The interaction with the model is done through a tangible user interface (TUI), that 
connects the digital information of the ABTDM with a physical model of the district. 
The TUI makes interaction with the complex system more feasible and intuitive, 
facilitating the participation of all stakeholders in the design process, not only 
specialists. In a game-like experience, the user can change the use of buildings in 
the model by moving tags around or adjust the demographics of the population 
with a slider. Visual statistics give immediate feedback to the user’s actions, 
making complex relationships become clearer. 
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To simulate the activity and travelling patterns, the model needs a synthetic 
population, which is a virtual representation of the community of the modelled area. 
It is commonly built by combining census and travel or time use survey data, that 
may not always be up to date, because of the amount of time and resources taken 
to make such surveys. That is why an experimentation with a new approach is 
made: building our synthetic population from social media data. We are in an age 
with a constant flow of user generated content coming from location based social 
networks (LBSN) such as Twitter, Facebook and Instagram, where people share 
where they are, when they are and what they are doing. Mining this data can allow 
us to produce a sort of digital census, that is cheaper and fresher than traditional 
surveys. 
 
Social media posts inside the city of Cologne are collected from Twitter and 
Instagram. The users collected are anonymously profiled and have their activity 
patterns inferred, resulting in a population that reflects a sample of the city. These 
profiles are then used to populate the model. 
 
The model will enable more innovative and broader user participation in urban 
planning. The use of social media is a form of early user participation, for allowing 
planners to use a bigger and more updated set of citizen’s data than traditional 
surveys. And the TUI table on the other hand, is a direct participation tool, with 
which stakeholders can be aware of their contribution and results for the city. 
The ABM is made in collaboration with Amanda Barbosa Jardim, who also builds 
the synthetic population. This thesis goes into detail of how the tangible user 
interface is created. An overall view of how the three parts work together is also 
given, but for more detailed information of how the synthetic population is built, 
Jardim’s master thesis Synthetic Agents: Data mined activity patterns for an 
activity-based travel demand model  [22] can be referred to.  
 
 

 
Figure 5| Example of social activities in the new district project. .[32] 
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               State of the art 
 
 
 

 Tangible User Interfaces (TUI) 
 
 
>> We live between two realms: 
our physical environment and cyberspace. << 

Hiroshi Ishii & Brygg Ullmer, in Tangible Bits, 1997 [45] 
 

2 \ 1 \ 1  About Human Computer Interaction, CUIs and GUIs  
 
The intersection between those two realms is the so-called Human Computer 
Interaction (HCI). The American company Xerox was the first to develop a user 
friendly interface for this intersection in 1971 [71] called Star.  
 
Before, computers were accessible to only very few, and the interface was overly 
complicated. The development of an user friendly interface was not considered to 
be important and people who were working on it, were not accepted in the field of 
experts [59]. The focus of computer development was very much on generating 
computational power using a so called CUI (Command User Interface) [44].  
 
Star was never a success though and it needed another decade until Steve Jobs 
revealed the Macintosh. This was the breakthrough for personal computers. Some 
years later, Apple released the Human Interface Guidelines [23], which in its 
biggest part are still valid upon today and will be used in parts of this project. Much 
of them were already discussed years before, at Xerox [71]. These Guidelines are 
present in our everyday life and not only Apple devices are designed according to 
it, also Microsoft adapted many of them.  
 
From the very beginning, HCI was conceived as a graphical interface. These 
graphical user interfaces (GUI) are still present nearly everywhere. They are bound 
to flat, rectangular displays, windows, mouse, and keyboard [45], or recently also 
touchscreens. The way of using a GUI on a screen is totally divided from the way 
humans interact with the physical world. It does not take fully advantage of the 
humans’ capability of manipulating physical objects. [44] 
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2 \ 1 \ 2  TUIs 
 
After publishing the first Tangible Bits paper in 1997 [45] Hiroshi and a group of 
scientists and students started the Tangible Media Group at the MIT, bound to 
change our everywhere present graphical user interfaces. In an earlier paper [34], 
Fritzmaurice, Ishii et al. still refer to a graspable user interface, from 1997 it is 
defined as tangible user interface. In 2000, Ulmer and Ishii presented a framework 
for tangible user interfaces, that defines TUI [81].  
 
 
 
 
>> Transforming human-computer interaction from abstract 
mousings and keystrokes into hands-on engagement <<  

Nicholas Negroponte about Hiroshi Ishii and the Tangible Media Group, 
in WIRED 1997 [72] 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6| From GUI to TUI 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ishii’s idea of a new interface, that uses our physical environment as base, 
connecting physical objects with bits, was developed further at the MIT. 
In 2012, he published his new vision, called Radical Atoms [46]. He introduced the 
iceberg metaphor (see Figure 7), where the iceberg is the digital information, the 
sea the digital world and the air the physical world. With tangible user interfaces, 
the tip of the icebergs gets feasible as object in the physical world. His vision for 
the future is that the digital world reacts on humans by actually moving into the 
physical world and towards the humans, using dynamic materials. The project 
TRANSFORM [83] is an impressive example of how this future might look like. 
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Figure 7| Iceberg metaphor [46] 

 
In this thesis, the goal is to bring the tip of the iceberg into the physical world, to 
make bits, or in this case agents, tangible and feasible.  
 

2 \ 1 \ 3  Relevant projects 
 
 
In 1995, Fitzmaurice, Ishii et al. started the project “Bricks”. Its purpose was to lay 
“the Foundations for Graspable User Interfaces” [34].   
 
 

 
 
 
>> A graspable object is an 
object composed of both a 
physical handle […] and a 
virtual object<<  
    [34] 
 
 

They argued that such an interface would have several advantages compared to 
traditional interfaces. For example, it would make use of the human highly 
developed skillset to manipulate physical objects. The interface would make a 
“direct” interaction possible and, most important for this thesis, it would encourage 
multi-person, collaborative use of the interface. To investigate these advantages, 
they carried out several quick studies where they analysed human behaviour 
around such an interface. These studies proofed the advantages to be true. The 
developed prototypes worked with sensors in each brick, sending information 
about x, y coordinates and orientation.   

Figure 8| Bricks [34] 
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The augmented urban planning workbench was presented in 2002 [42]. Based on 
the ideas of the Urban planning table presented in 1999 [82], this tangible user 
interface was developed as a tool with architectural drawing-, physical model- and 
digital simulation method-layers to generate a flexible design tool, the so called 
Luminous Table. 
 

  
 
>> There is a problem in the 
spatial and temporal separation 
between the varying forms of 
representation used in urban 
design. << 
    [42] 
 

 
The Luminous Table connected the three main types of representation to make 
them compatible and combine the strength of each type of representation.  This 
project used cameras to track the physical objects and drawings and translate 
them into the digital world. This idea was introduced with the Urban planning table 
[82] and needed less electronics than the bricks project mentioned before. The 
digital layer of the table allowed to do simple traffic, sun, and wind simulation. 
The interface was used in classes with urban design students and evaluated 
afterwards. While the tool was used successfully and improved the design process 
especially in terms of collaborative design and the fusion of different representation 
techniques, the biggest problem was to keep a good synchronisation between 
physical and digital objects.  
 
After the Luminous Table, the Tangible Media Group changed its focus to Radical 
Atoms [46] and other developments. Around 10 years after the Luminous Table, 
another research group at the MIT MediaLab got interested in tangible user 
interfaces though [61]. The CityScience Group started developing CityScope, a 
toolbox built around a TUI [21]. CityScope started as a static urban model, based 
on LEGOTM bricks, became a data visualisation tool and ended up being a rapid 
prototyping urban design tool [14]. By now, CityScope has many different 
extensions like Augmented Reality [64], an Artificial Intelligence extension for 
decision making support [91],  or a generative visualisation tool for Cityscapes 
[62], but its core stays the TUI. This interface is based on colour tagged LEGOTM 
bricks, so called data units, which are scanned via webcam, and the projection of 
near real time feedback on top of them. 
 
 

Figure 9| Luminous Table [42] 
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>> Why a game? The introduction of 
simulation-guided design to novices goes 
back at least to 1989, with Will Wright’s 
SimCity <<  
     [68] 
 
 
 
 

One of the first projects with CityScope that was published, was the CityScope 
Riad, a Master thesis by Cody M. Rose at MIT [68]. Designed as a game with 
SimCity [24] in mind, the goal was an interactive, collaborative tool for sustainable 
neighbourhood design. In case studies, groups of experts from mixed fields starting 
with urban design, data science to archaeology were introduced to the game. The 
results suggested that these kinds of interactive, collaborative tools could improve 
the design process dramatically. Difficulties during the sessions were due to 
disruption of the webcam which would require a recalibration of the scanning 
process. Also, Rose concluded that it was especially important to carefully choose 
the matrixes for evaluation and the available input and adapt it to the user. For 
example, he included daylight supply as parameter which during the use of the tool 
turned out not to be of interest for city planners in Riad.  
 
In 2015, the Hafencity University Hamburg started a cooperation with the MIT and 
opened the CityScienceLab as a research group. One year later, the project 
FindingPlaces [63] was intitiated as a response to the big challenge of 
accomodating the wave of refugees that were coming to Germany. CityScope was 
used as a tool to work in sessions with citizens with the goal of finding suitable 
spots in the city for refugee housing. Even though only six of the 161 suggested 
locations were considered in the end, the project was still considered a big 
success. Its main contribution was to build a broad acceptance towards refugees 
in Hamburg and made the citizens feel included in the decisions made in their city. 
This informational and educational aspect of such participatory tools is very 
important and could help developing cities togeter with their inhabitants.  
 

  

Figure 10| CityScope Riad  [68] 
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 Agent based modelling (ABM) * 
 
 
In this chapter, the idea of ABM is briefly explained. Furthermore, its relationship 
to object-oriented programming (OOP) is highlighted. In the end, common tools 
and platforms for agent-based modelling in the urban context are presented and 
compared.  
 
A model, based on agents: 
 

Agent:  >> An agent is an entity that is situated in some environment, and 
that is capable of autonomous action in this environment in order to 
meet its objectives. << 

          [70] 
 

Model:  >> A model is intended to represent or simulate some real, existing 
phenomenon, and this is called the target of the model. The two 
main advantages of a model are that it succinctly expresses the 
relationships between features of the target, and it allows one to 
discover things about the target by investigating the model. << 

          [36] 

 

2 \ 2 \ 1  A brief introduction to ABM  
 
The concept of ABM first came up in the late 1940s with the first prototypical 
“cellular automata” [30], but it took until the 90s for computers to be powerful 
enough to support the spread of the idea. Today, ABMs are used in a variety of 
professions, from biology to economics [85].  
 
The basic idea is a model that simulates agents in an environment over time. These 
agents (e.g. representing humans) behave according to a predefined ruleset, 
attributes (e.g. age), and objectives (e.g. work).  
Each agent, even though behaving according to the same rules, can make different 
decisions, based on environment, surrounding agents, attributes, objective, and 
time. Agents can communicate with each other and influence others. The entirety 
of all agents can visualize complex phenomena. 
 
ABMs proofed to be especially useful in space related topics in urban and 
geospatial studies. The first ABMs developed in this field go back to 1971, starting 
with segregation and other social behaviours. By now, ABMs are used to simulate 
all kinds of urban topics, from social behaviour, ecological and environmental 
phenomena to transportation systems and traffic. [30]     
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2 \ 2 \ 2  Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) 
 
The concept of object-oriented programming was crucial to the success of agent-
based modelling. As the name suggests, a program developed with OOP consists 
of several objects. Objects are instances of so-called classes. A class can have 
methods, attributes, and variables. Variables can be specific for each object. [43]  
One of the first works to include this concept was Sketchpad in 1963 by  
Sutherland [77]. He defined “objects”, “instances”, and “masters” which 
correspond to the classes.   
Comparing an agent with an object shows a significant affinity. It is only natural to 
program a class and instantiate it to form objects (= agents). This is why most of 
the ABM models are programmed in languages such as Java, C++ or Visual Basic 
which are OOP languages [43]. 
In the following, an overview of tools and platforms for ABM is given.  
 

2 \ 2 \ 3  Choosing a suitable agent-based simulation platform 
 
>>The high heterogeneity and the vast amount of the available agent 
platforms is a fact. Hence, choosing the right or most suitable platform 
for a given problem is still a challenge for the developer. << 

      [54] 
 
Alongside with the increasing popularity of ABM models, platforms and tools for 
modelling were developed. As mentioned, these tools heavily take advantage of 
object-oriented programming. 
Kravari, Bassiliades et al. made a detailed survey about Agent Platforms, 
describing (dis-)advantages of 24 platforms [54].  
One way of categorizing them is the language used to define models [79]: 
 

Ã (i) Generic high-level programming languages such as Java or C++. 
Platforms like Repast [60] or JADE [25] are implemented as libraries in the 
programming environment and take advantage of the vast number of other 
libraries available. These platforms are suitable for large-scale, complex 
models but are not very approachable to non-computer scientists. 
 

Ã (ii) Platforms with a specific modelling language, dedicated to a 
straightforward syntax for fast results. Even though they still require basic 
skills in algorithmics, they are much more approachable. GAMA [79] and 
NetLogo [2] are popular examples.  
 

Ã (iii) Platforms with a graphical modelling language such as Starlogo [1] or 
AgentSheets [20] . These platforms are very accessible with almost no 
programming skills but lack the capability to build large-scale, complex 
models.  
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Even though both researchers working on the project are to a certain extent 
familiar to Python and programming in general, the first category platform was 
excluded because of the limited time of four months for the project and the high 
complexity of those libraries.  
 
The last category was not suitable because of the complexity of the project, which 
leaves only category (ii). 
 
NetLogo is one of the most popular platforms, both because of its easy-to-use 
language and the extensive and diverse model library [20] . However, it lacks some 
capabilities that were desired for the project such as “agentification” of GIS data, 
present in GAMA, which is useful for the implementation of buildings. Furthermore, 
NetLogo does not support the visualisation on two screens.  
For these reasons, the decision was made to use GAMA (GIS Agent-based 
Modeling Architecture) [8]. 
 

2 \ 2 \ 4  GAMA  
 
GAMA was started in 2007 as open-source platform and has been developed and 
updated since then. It is a modelling and simulation development environment for 
building spatially explicit agent-based simulations, based on the Eclipse IDE and 
written in Java. The implemented language is called GAML and is an agent-
oriented language, with roots coming from OOP.  For being an agent-based 
language, it is highly intuitive and comes with several paradigms of modelling, like 
for example existing behaviours and skills for the agents, that do not need to be 
coded from zero. 
 
It is widely applied in the domains of transport and urban planning since it supports 
GIS and data-driven models. It is possible to import various types of datasets, such 
as shapefiles, CSV files and connections to databases.  
Visual representations of the model are also easy to be defined, from the 
appearance of the agents to charts. 
 
Another valuable feature for this project was the possibility to modify the display of 
the model using a keystone correction. Since the simulation in the end is projected 
onto a physical model, this correction helped a great deal. 
 
GAMA is also especially suitable for participatory, interactive simulation [80]. 
Recent examples in this field were integrated into CityScope [21, 40, 41, 49]. At 
the Institute for Applied Sciences Urban Future in Potsdam, GAMA was also 
integrated in a participatory tool for city development called pasymo [55]. The 
topics of those projects are very diverse, from mobility and transportation to air 
pollution, GAMA was recently used in many different fields of spatial agent-based 
modelling.  
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2 \ 2 \ 5  Activity-based travel demand models 
 
>> A fundamental premise of activity-based travel models is that travel demand 
derives from people’s needs and desires to participate in activities. << 

Activity-Based Travel Demand Models: A Primer  [28] 
 

The agent-based model for the Deutzer Hafen should simulate the daily life routine 
of its residents and the surrounding city with its citizens as an activity-based travel 
demand model.  
An activity based travel demand model is built up on “individual persons and 
represent how these persons travel across the day,[…]”. [28]. Each individual (= 
agent) makes their own decision on how and where to travel according to their 
profile, the destination, and the previous mode of transportation. For example, it is 
very unlikely that somebody who used the car to get from home to the 
supermarket, will walk back home.  
Activity based travel demand models therefore need high detailed profiles of each 
individual, which is why the agents representing the people should be based on 
the synthetic population created by Amanda Jardim [22], described briefly in the 
following chapter (2 \ 3 \  ). 
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 Synthetic Populations  
 
 
>> Population synthesizers are tools used by urban modelers to create synthetic 
populations, which are virtual communities with detailed descriptions of 
households and people that match those of real communities. << 

Amanda Barbosa Jardim [22] 

 
A very innovative ( and at the same time controversial) population synthesizer is 
Replica [67], developed by Sidewalk labs, a company owned by Google parent 
company Alphabet. City planners can use Replica to generate a digital twin of their 
city, with a detailed synthetic population, statistically representing the real 
population.  
 
Usually this population is built up on a combination of census data aspects and, in 
the case of Replica, crossed with de-identified mobile location data to generate 
mobility patterns for the population, using a Bayesian network [86].  
While it is possible to get census data, mobile location data, especially in Germany, 
is almost impossible to access.  
 
Therefore, Jardim’s synthetic population is based on social media data, collected 
from Twitter and Instagram, combined with Census data. The use of social media 
as source for urban design is relatively new as such, but the potential is big and 
the interest in it is visible by the vast number of researches in fields like transport 
engineering, urban planning and travel demand modelling. 
 
Traditionally, these fields work with surveys, which are very time consuming and 
expensive to make, and get outdated fast. Social media data on the other hand 
can be collected for free and can be updated on an almost daily basis.  
The synthetic population by Jardim is used to populate the agent-based model.   
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Tangible user interface 

  Tangible user interface 
 
 
 
In this chapter, the development of a TUI for Deutzer Hafen is described. It is 
separated into the hardware development and the software, the so-called scanning 
process.  The requirements for this interface were the possibility to produce it with 
the given tools of the university and its FabLab, a stable scanning process with a 
low latency, and the design of intuitive elements, that should be almost self-
explanatory to the user in the way of interaction. 
 

 An inclusive user interface for participatory design 
 
 
The interface is supposed to serve as a visual feedback-based decision support 
model for participatory design. Therefore, it is important to be particularly clear and 
easy in the way of interacting with it and make sure to give a clear feedback. 
Furthermore, it needs to support the interaction of multiple users at the same time. 
This is the reason for creating a tangible user interface, with physical elements 
carrying digital information. As mentioned by Kent Larson [14] and Ariel Noyman 
[14, 61, 63] from the CityScience group at the MIT Media Lab, tangible user 
interfaces were found to be much more approachable to people. Other solutions 
for participatory design such as touchscreen tables or even paper were still too 
complex and abstract for many participants and are also limited in the number of 
parallel users.  
It is also important to give a direct visual feedback to the user and to provide a 
clear benchmark, so that the user can learn from her/his interaction with the model. 
Similar to Cody M. [68], the idea is to create a game-like experience.   
 
 

 From physical to digital and back 
 
 
From a technical point of view, the tangible user interface is based on a pipeline 
that detects physical change of a model, translates it to a digital equivalent that 
triggers an action and connects the resulting digital information back to the 
physical object. 
The objective is to mirror the physical model into a digital twin, that updates almost 
in real time. The used technology and tools should be simple, approachable, and 
affordable. This pipeline and its hardware should be reusable, so that the tool itself 
could be used in different projects and scenarios afterwards.  
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 Hardware development 
 
 
The heart of the project is a physical model that represents the Deutzer Hafen 
district. On its surface, the simulation is visualised, and it serves as interface for 
interaction with the simulation. 
The hardware consists of four main components: 
 

Ã Model  
 

Ã Tags & sliders 
 

Ã Webcams 
 

Ã Projector & second screen 
 

 

 
Figure 11| Hardware overview 
 
Compared to other interactive tools such as touchscreens or a system based on 
sensors, this setup has big advantages from a technical perspective: 
 

Ã Financial aspects. The whole setup at the moment costs probably around 
600 €. A touchscreen table in that size costs probably three times as much. 
 

Ã Number of parallel interactions. A big advantage of the webcams is that it 
does not matter how many changes are happening at the same time. 
Sensors and touchscreens would probably crash at some point, because of 
too many inputs. The webcam stream always gives the same amount of 
information (1 bitmap per 100 ms). This also means that it is very flexible in 
its input values, it is easy to add another slider or more tags.  
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Tangible user interface 
Ã Little technological parts. Compared to a complex setup with sensors in 

each interactive element or also a touchscreen, this setup needs only few 
technological parts and is mainly based on “analogue” parts.  
 

Ã Reproducibility. The tags are produced with 3d printers and coloured with 
ordinary pens. One tag is ready to use in 30 minutes, 50 tags need 21 hours. 
This makes it easy to scale, fix or modify the interface. 
 

A big inspiration for this interface was the CityScope table discussed in 2 \ 1 \ 3 . 
The idea of colour coded tags that are scanned via webcam and also parts of the 
scanning process, were taken from this great development.  
 
While CityScope [21] works with big LegoTM bricks, the tags used here had to have 
a ground area of 6 x 8 mm to fit into the buildings in a 1:1000 scale. This leaves 
only a few pixels per colour and makes it crucial to have an extremely precise 
setup. Another difference to CityScope is the fact that the model for Deutzer Hafen 
has only some interactive elements, the space in between is static and most 
importantly differs from element to element. This makes the location of each 
element become a particularly important factor that is hard to solve. In CityScope, 
the elements are based on a grid without any distance in between, meaning one 
tangible element follows the other. This makes the scanning process considerably 
easier.  
 
For those reasons, the process had to be adapted to the needs of the project and 
in the end, differs in many steps from CityScope.  
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3 \ 3 \ 1  Model 
 

 
Figure 12| Deutzer Hafen Model 

 
The model is a 1:1000 representation of the Deutzer Hafen district, based on 
COBEs design. The excluded buildings are currently not part of the redevelopment 
done by COBE. 
Integrated in its buildings are always two empty spots for the so-called tags. 
Through those tags, the use of the building is defined for the ground (left side) and 
for the upper levels (right side).  
The second way of interaction is through sliders, which are also integrated in the 
model. Here, the user can change up to five variables. These sliders could be 
addressed with different variables, depending on the expected group of users (e.g. 
urban experts, normal citizens, students).  
 

 
Figure 13| Fabrication method  

 
Everything is fabricated in the Fab Lab of the TH OWL at the campus in Detmold, 
using modern tools such as the laser cutter (fast prototyping of model) and a CNC-
mill (final model). For a better readability of the tags, the downside was painted 
black. Unlike planned in the beginning (see Figure 13) only one layer was used to 
visualise the buildings. 
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Tangible user interface 
 

 
Figure 14| Fabrication process 
 

The model is installed on top of an 850 mm tall construction for good accessibility.  
 
 

3 \ 3 \ 2  Tags & Sliders 
 
The tags and sliders are the tangible components of the interface and need to be 
designed for easy handling. These components were designed, having the 
“Human Interface Principles” by Apple [23] in mind. Even though this principles 
were developed with a GUI in mind, many of them can be applied for developing a 
TUI, since Apple actually tried to keep HCI as close to the way humans would 
interact with something in the physical world as possible, to keep it as familiar as 
possible. The most important principles and how they are implemented are 
explained in the following: 
 
 

Ã Direct Manipulation. This concept is 
basically the foundation of a tangible user interface, 
to make all elements, that a user can modify available 
for direct manipulation, in Apples mind digitally, in this 
case as physical elements. The probably most 
famous example of direct manipulation is the classic 
“drag & drop” function. In the case of this interface, 
the tags used to mark the building use work in a 
typical drag and drop manner. 
 

 

Figure 15| Direct Manipulation 
[23] 
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Ã Feedback and Dialog.  This principle is 
about making sure to give as fast as possible 
feedback to any action. This is important to inform 
the user (i) that the action was recognized and (ii) 
about the results of the action. In this case, for 
example when changing a tag, the colour projected 
on it will change and give the user feedback. After 
some time, the heat map will react on the change 
as well. Changing the population slider will trigger a 
direct reaction on slider projection but also on the 
second screen. 
 

 
Ã “The key is to create a balance between 
providing users with the capabilities they need to 
get their work done and preventing them from 
destroying data.” [23]. This balance between giving 
the user too many options or too little options is a 
crucial aspect. For this interface, user control is 
limited to two aspects: via tags and via sliders.  
 
 

 
These are three of the eleven main principles that Apple defined for designing the 
Macintosh. Based on these principles, the tags and sliders were designed, using 
3D printers from FabLab TH OWL. Due to the shape of the tags and the 
corresponding slot in the model, there is only one direction, in which the tags fit. 
The downside of these elements is marked with one of six colours (see Figure 50), 
which is necessary for the scanning process (see 3 \ 4 \  ).  
 
Each building of the district has space for two tags, one for the ground level and 
one for the upper level use.  
 

 
Figure 18| Tags prototyping (final prototype on the left)  
 
 

Figure 16| Feedback and Dialog 
[23] 

Figure 17| User Control [23] 
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Tangible user interface 
 
The first prototypes ended up being too small for human interaction (see Figure 
18), then the shape had to be changed because it was interfering with the 
projection on the table. For faster printing and less material use, the tags are empty 
in the centre.  
 

 
Figure 19| Functionality of the tangible elements 

 
Figure 19 visualises the interaction with tags and slider elements. For the tags, it is 
important to distinguish between left and right side, relative to the front of the 
building, which is always the side, where the openings for the tags are. 
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3 \ 3 \ 3  Webcams 
  
Beneath the model of the Deutzer Hafen, two webcams are installed, capturing 
each half of the model’s downside. Their task is to capture the status of the 
interactive elements. 
In the beginning, those webcams were supposed to be Microsoft Kinect sensors. 
After trying them in some tests, the advantages that Kinect sensors have in 
tracking the depth of a picture were not helpful, so ordinary Webcams were used 
in the end. Especially important was to find a webcam type with a small distortion 
but a wide angle of perspective. Therefore, different models were tested. 
Supporting the webcams, two LED area lamps were installed on the ground. These 
lamps give a continuous light for optimal conditions and no shadows (see Figure 
20).  
 

    
Figure 20| Webcam installation (left: trial, right: final setup) 
 
 

The whole table is panelled with 3mm MDF sheets, so that the cameras are 
protected from impacts from outside and have steady light conditions. For a good 
ventilation, two fans were installed. Even though the lamps are LEDs, they heat up 
over time and the ventilation keeps a low temperature under the model. Cameras 
and ventilators are driven by a simple USB hub, which connects everything to the 
computer.  
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Tangible user interface 
3 \ 3 \ 4  Projector and second screen 
 
The projector is installed above the model and makes the physical model “alive” 
by projecting the Agent-Based Model on it.  
The ratio of the table length and width is 16:9 and fits exactly for the use of a Full 
HD projector with a 1920 by 1080-pixel resolution.  
The crucial part is to find a projector with a zoom objective to reduce the distance 
needed for the projection from usually around two meters to at least 1.7 meters. 
The interface (table + model + projector frame) should not be more than three 
meters in hight. Otherwise, it would be too tall for most rooms in the university.  
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 21| Projector setup 
 
 
 

For visualizing support information, there is a second projector installed. It projects 
on the wall behind the table, giving the users standing around the table a wholistic 
overview of the simulation. The final setup is visible in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22| Final setup 
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Tangible user interface 
 

 Scanning Process 
 
 
The scanning script was developed simultaneously to the hardware of the 
interface. It is a basic computer vision framework [78], linking physical and digital 
world.  This pipeline from physical model to simulation in GAMA runs in 
Grasshopper [9, 33].  
 
Grasshopper is a visual programming interface for the 3d modelling software 
Rhinoceros [18]. It was chosen because of its accessibility, the possibility to use a 
huge variety of plugins and because of the familiarity of the author with the tool. 
 
In a later development, it would make sense to transfer this process to Python or 
any other programming language. This would increase the speed of the code and 
a Computer Vision library like OpenCV [17] could be implemented, which could 
increase the precision of the reading process, as done by Ariel Noyman [38]. Parts 
of the script are already written in Python inside Grasshopper.   
 
This process is inspired by the script the City Science Group at MIT developed for 
the earlier stages of their CityScope project [21]. The script is shared along with 
the whole CityScope code at GitHub as open source [5]. CityScope’s scanning 
process is based on a square sized colour code with up to three different colours 
though, which was not possible in our case because of the size of the tags.  
 
The process highly depends on the Firefly plugin developed by LIFT architects 
which includes a variety of “software tools dedicated to bridging the gap between 
Grasshopper - (a free plug-in for Rhino) - the Arduino microcontroller and other 
input/output devices like web cams, mobile phones, game controllers and more. It 
allows near real-time data flow between the digital and physical worlds – enabling 
the possibility to explore virtual and physical prototypes with unprecedented 
fluidity.” [7]. Through this plugin, Grasshopper can be connected to a webcam, 
which is the base for a computer vision script. 
 
Firefly limits the resolution for webcam streaming to 640 by 480 pixels. This was 
the main reason to split the stream into two webcams. Otherwise, the resolution 
would not allow precise reading of the tags.  
 
The scanning process is divided in two parts, the setup, and the pipeline itself.  
 
Figure 32 gives an overview of the process.  
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The original concept was to use a colour-code put  together from two colours with 
three different colours in total, which would allow nine combinations (see Figure 
24).  During testing, this turned out to be not practical. While it was possible to get 
accurate reading results in parts of the table after configuring it, it was impossible 
to get the same results over the whole table, partly because of different light 
situations, partly because of the cameras. Therefore, the method was changed to 
using six different colours, and combining some categories of building use (see 
Figure 50). This has the advantages that only one colour is read per tag, which 
means more pixels are available. With this setup, it was possible to achieve steady 
results.   
 
Other options for marking are described in [50] by Kaltenbrunner and Bencina and 
include more complex symbols such as shown in Figure 23 which allow a much 
bigger variety. The Amoeba fiducials for example contains 128 different symbols. 
 
 

 
Figure 23| typical symbols a) amoeba b) classic c) d-touch and d) finger [50] 
 
 

The Amoeba marker symbols are used by Kaltenbrunner and Bencina for the 
development of the reacTIVision computer vision framework. Even though this 
approach and the framework itself seemed very promising in the beginning, the 
tags in this project were too small to contain any symbol with such complexity. For 
bigger tags, this would be probably a valid option. 
 
 

 
Figure 24| Original colour code concept 
 

The final colour codes can be found in 4 \ 3 \  , Figure 50. 
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Tangible user interface 
 

3 \ 4 \ 1  Setup 
 
In the setup, the webcams are configured for the table. This process must be 
redone only if the webcams were moved or the table content changed.  
 
Before that, the webcam streams are pre-processed in OBS studio (Open 
Broadcaster Software) [16]. This tool is typically used for livestreaming content to 
online platforms but in this case, it processes both webcam streams in real time 
and adds filters for improving light and colour. Another important function is that in 
OBS studio, the webcam streams are renamed, since Grasshopper was unable to 
detect two webcams that are the same model.  
 
A main part of the setup is the challenge of correcting the picture distortion by 
bringing the geometry of the tags-slots in the shape of the webcam stream, so that 
they can be read out easily and to organise the tags in a way so that they match 
the list of buildings and that the left side (lower level tag) and right side (upper level 
tag) are always in the right order.  
 
This is achieved in four steps. In the first step, the slots are sorted according to the 
building they belong to and those buildings that are without tag (because they are 
too small) are assigned to the closest tag. Then, the two tags for each building are 
sorted from left to right, using the tags direction ( see 3 \ 3 \ 2 ). 
In the second step, the slots are roughly brought into the right shape, using a 
keystone correction algorithm [87]. Instead of bringing the picture in the right 
shape, the geometry is distorted to fit the picture (see Figure 26). This algorithm 
was taken from the CityScope GitHub repository [5]. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 25| Webcam and geometry overlaid 
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Figure 26| Keystone correction applied 
 
 
 
 
 

In the second step, the picture is translated into a mesh with as many vertices as 
pixels (640 x 480). The vertices colour corresponds to the pixel colour. Now it is 
possible to filter for the black (because empty) slots. Since colours in Grasshopper 
are defined as RGB [88], they basically work like cartesian coordinates in x,y,z. 
Grasshopper remaps the RGB colour values for red, green and blue (0-255) into a 
domain between -1 and 1. Now it is possible to calculate the “distance” between 
colours. This idea is critical for the whole script.  
 
This way, the pixels that are closest to black (in rgb: 0,0,0) can be identified. After 
all these vertices are separated, a clustering algorithm defines the groups of 
points/pixels corresponding to one slot. 
Now the roughly corrected slots from step one are automatically moved to its 
closest counterpart of the outlines generated in step two. The overlaying of these 
two layers is important to be able to organize the output in the right order (which is 
made sure of in the first step).   
 
The setup was divided in these steps for precise identification of pixels 
corresponding to the tags.   
The slots for buttons and sliders are processed the same way and the matching 
pixels are identified. 
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Figure 27| Finetuning of slot identification 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 28| Identified pixels per slot   
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3 \ 4 \ 2  Pipeline 
 
After all slots and sliders are identified in both webcam streams, the table is almost 
ready to be used.  
 
It proofed to be helpful to scan the six colours every time before using the table, 
since the light conditions are always slightly different, and the colours appear a bit 
different. This works by inserting six tags that have the six colours and scan them 
for about ten seconds. The average of those ten seconds is taken as reference 
colours. 
 
Now, when changing the tags to interact with the simulation, the script realizes the 
change of color-codes in the pre-identified pixel areas. 
The six different colours correspond to six different building uses as visible in Figure 
50. 
 
Every 100 ms, the webcam picture gets updated. The scanning works in the same 
manner as the slots were identified. The average colour of each tag is built. The 
RGB colours are compared to the six colours that were saved in the beginning. 
Next, this information is organized and packed in a JSON file and streamed to the 
data base ( see 3 \ 5 \ 1 ). 
 
The model also includes three sliders (0.0-1.0) and two simple buttons (Boolean). 
The tags used in these slots are not colour tagged but white. For the buttons, the 
script just scans for white pixels in the slot, which corresponds to the value “true”. 
No white colour in the slot means “false”. 
 
For the sliders, it is important to track the position of the slider inside the slot. 
Therefore, the position relative to the end points of the slot is calculated (see  Figure 
29). This distance is then remapped into a domain from 0.0 to 1.0. The sliders can 
influence population, time and can be used to switch between certain layout 
examples. 
 

 
Figure 29| Mapping sliders into domain (0-1) 
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While two of the sliders are just representing one value, the third and biggest slider 
is subdivided in five areas, using four tags (see Figure 30). From there, the space 
always to the right side of the tag is read as value for that tag. These values are 
mapped again into the domain 0-1. Then, the relative difference between them is 
calculated, to get the proportion of each part. The sliders are accurate enough to 
read until the second decimal place.  
 
 
 

 
Figure 30| Subdividing the sliders 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 31| Downside of the table  
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Figure 32| Scanning process overview 
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Tangible user interface 
 Data Exchange 

 
 
A crucial part of the Tangible User Interface is a reliable connection between 
Grasshopper, where the current situation of the table is scanned, and the GAMA 
Platform, where the actual simulation is done. This connection must be fast enough 
to ensure a smooth user experience. 
 

3 \ 5 \ 1  Realtime Database 
 
There are several ways of exchanging data between different programs. The 
easiest way probably is to write a file (e.g. a CSV file) in one application 
(Grasshopper in this case) and open it in the other one (GAMA). Unfortunately, 
this needs an exact time managing, so that one program won’t try reading the file, 
while the other one is writing it. One way to overcome this, would be to include a 
file change notification listener, which does not work inside GAMA. Therefore, that 
option was excluded. Other options would be for example the pipe communication 
method [90], which comes with a higher effort on programming.  
 
Another solution is to use an online database that stores the data and manages 
the read and write inquiries. The disadvantage of this solution is that you must be 
always online, which means a good internet connection is necessary for the whole 
system to work. 
 
There are several different online databases for different needs. In this case, the 
requirements were accessibility from Grasshopper and GAMA, speed, costs, and 
an open source approach. The Google Firebase Realtime database was chosen 
for those reasons, even though it is not an open source solution. The security rules 
of the database are modified, so that no password or identification is needed. This 
way, the database is accessible from both applications (see Figure 33). 
 

 
Figure 33| Data exchange overview 
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3 \ 5 \ 2  Data organisation 
 
The data is organized as a JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) [13] in Grasshopper 
and streamed to the data base via Firehopper [37], a free plugin.  
Due to the fact, that GAMA lacks a method to deserialize JSON, the usual structure 
of JSON had to be modified for an easier deconstruction. 
Typically all attributes of one element are listed together [13] like in the following 
example on the left: 
 
{ 
"Building1": [ 
"Upperlevel":"WOHNEN", 
"Zerolevel":"DIENSTL", 
], 
"Building2": [ 
"Upperlevel":"WOHNEN", 
"Zerolevel":"DIENSTL", 
], 
… 
"Sliders": [ 
"Slider1":"0.1", 
] 
} 

{ 
"Upperlevel": [ 
"WOHNEN", 
"WOHNEN", 
… 
], 
"Zerolevel": [ 
"DIENSTL", 
"DIENSTL", 
… 
] 
"Slider1": [ 
"0.1", 
“0.1”, 
… 
] 
} 

 
For easier deserialization, the data was organized like on the right side in the 
example above. 
This “flipped” organisation of the data ensures an easy and fast access via GAMA, 
without having to go through several levels of maps.  
 

3 \ 5 \ 3  Access points 
 
A crucial point is the accessibility from both programs, Rhino/Grasshopper and 
GAMA. Thanks to the Firehopper plugin [37] this works very comfortably from 
Grasshopper. In GAMA, the database is accessible through the following line 
(redacted for security): 
MatrixData<-json_file("https://thesis-XXXXX.firebaseio.com/.json").contents; 
 

This is only possible by disabling the security rules of the database.  
The MatrixData then is organized as map with each branch of the JSON file 
(Upperlevel, groundlevel, Slider1, Slider2a3, buttons). Each branch is accessible, 
and the corresponding variables are available without any further deserialization of 
the JSON file.  
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Tangible user interface 
  

Figure 34| TUI in action 
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 The tangible user interface 
 
 

 
Figure 35| TUI in use  

 
After successfully combining all steps of hard- and software development, the 
interface could be tested for its stability, speed, and intuitiveness.  
 
The instability, that appeared in the beginning of the development due to too many 
colours and the use of a code set together from two colours, were solved by 
simplifying colour codes, adding black paint on the downside of the model and 
implementing OBS studio as real time video filter.  
 
The reactivity turned out to be sufficient for a good user experience, even though 
the internet speed in the university limited it (see 3 \ 7 \  ).  
 
With adjustments using the key stone correction in GAMA, the projection fits well 
on the model and can give near real time feedback on the user’s interaction.  
 
Because of the current situation, it was not possible to use the interface with more 
than two people until now and testing possibilities were limited. Feedback and 
observation of users hinted to that the interface is very accessible and intuitive for 
different kinds of people, though. For more feedback, the table would need to be 
used in bigger scenarios with groups with different background.  
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Tangible user interface 
 Limitations & future development 

 
 
During the development of this interface, its limitations became clear. In the future, 
these would need to be improved.  
From the hardware side, the biggest limitation was found to be the size of the 
coloured tags. They had to be small enough to fit in any of the buildings in 1:1000. 
The small area available for the colour code made it necessary to further simplify 
the variety of tags. Possible solutions for this would be using a model in a bigger 
scale, introducing a third webcam, or optimizing the scanning process itself in 
python using OpenCV or a similar Computer vision framework. The last option 
would be the preferred solution, leaving the hardware untouched but possibly 
increasing the complexity. With this improvement in the software, it might even be 
possible to go back to a colour code made from two colours (see Figure 24).   
 
Besides improving the scanning script, the main other limitation in the software is 
the speed and stability of the internet connection to the database. Unfortunately, 
this is not a variable that can be improved. Especially in the University network, the 
connection tended to be slow and not very stable. 
Therefore, in the future, rather than using an online database, a local or at least 
network-based solution is preferred. Especially promising here is the use of UDP 
(User Datagram Protocol) [89]. Firefly [7] in Grasshopper offers an UDP 
listener/sender but it is also accessible from Python directly. In GAMA, a special 
“network” agent skill is implemented which makes it possible to define an agent as 
an UDP listener/sender. For the future, the implementation of this could help 
improving the speed of the overall simulation. 
 
The tangible user interface now has two main ways of interaction, through the 
sliders (population division distribution) and through the tags (building use). A third 
way of interaction could be through a graphic user interface, a tablet. For more 
complex user interfaces, Firefly could connect to a device like an iPad via OSC 
[84]. From there, certain elements could be controlled additionally, using the 
TouchOSC app [12]. This way, complex variables could become interactive, such 
as the transportation mode variables which are discussed in 4 \ 2 \ 1 . This way of 
interaction could be activated if experts are using the interface. An impressive 
example of using this way of interaction is Max Rudolph’s Master thesis about 
collaborative design [56].  
 
In the future, it would be interesting to see how the tool can be used for different 
projects, just by changing the table top sheet with the model. The information 
connected to the tags and sliders could change from project to project, depending 
on the goal. The framework of hardware, scanning, and information exchange 
could be reused. The implementation of other interactive simulations, such as sun 
or wind, besides the ABM ( described in 4 \  ) could also be useful for some design 
stages.  
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        Agent based model* 
 
 
 

 Environment 
 
 
Before building the actual Agent Based Model, the environment, the agents will 
populate, must be defined, and built. It is centred on the Deutzer Hafen district and 
includes the surrounding city in a radius of 1,3 km around it. 
In this case, the environment is defined as four different main types, including 
certain information about each instance of a type:  
 

Ã The buildings in the predefined area around the Deutzer Hafen, including 
the newly developed Deutzer Hafen itself. 
 
¬ Building use (separated in ground level and upper level) 
¬ Building footprint area 
¬ Number of levels 
¬ Number of residents 
¬ Information if part of Deutzer Hafen or not 
¬ Building ID 

 
Ã Streets inside the predefined area 

 
¬ Type of street  
¬ Oneway  
¬ Maximum speed 
¬ Number of lanes  
 

Ã Parks and public spaces 
 
¬ Type  
 

Ã Public transport nodes & network 
 
¬ Divided in the stations and its network 
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del* 
For gathering the needed information and geometry, the open source project 
OpenStreetMap (OSM) was used.  This process was done in Grasshopper, using 
the Gismo plugin [19]. This plugin streams all available geographical information 
from OSM to Grasshopper, given a certain point in Longitude/Latitude and a radius 
around it in meter (in this case 1300m).  
OSM offers a vast load of information, unfortunately it sometimes lacks 
organisation, because of its open source approach. In general, you can divide 
between three types of map elements: points, polylines, and polygons. Along with 
this vector geometry, each element contains so called tags, always containing a 
key and its corresponding value. These tags describe specific features of the 
element. OSM has a very detailed Wiki, where each tag and key is listed[15]. 
After the geometry and its information is organized in a data tree in Grasshopper, 
it is exported as SHAPE file for further use in the GAMA platform. Therefore, the 
plugin BearGIS was used [4].  As spatial projection system, 
WGS_1984_UTM_Zone_32N was used.  
 

4 \ 1 \ 1  Buildings & population 
 
A simple example for a key would be building.  If you wanted to find all buildings in 
general, you would need to filter for the key building where the value is defined as 
yes. 
 
building = yes 
 
Unfortunately, sometimes buildings are defined already with the use for the key 
building and not just as a Boolean parameter. 
 
Building = school  or building = commercial 
 
This means that all elements, which  
 
Key = building ≠ <empty> 
 
can be considered buildings. In theory, it is possible to filter for keys using Gismo, 
due to these irregularities in the data structure of OSM, it is not very precise 
though. Therefore, Gismo was only used to download the content, the filtering itself 
was done with a Phyton script and in Grasshopper. The building use is not always 
saved with its geometry though. Often, tags like café, bar, shop, or restaurant are 
rather saved as features of points than as features of polygons. By finding those 
points inside polygons and matching the features of them with those from the 
building polygons, this information is combined in Grasshopper. The buildings were 
categorized as visible in Table 1. 
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The categories from Table 1 were later more simplified, with “PARKEN” being 
integrated into “EINZELH” and KiTa/KiGa integrated into “SCHULE”. This was 
done to support the process of creating mobility patterns done by Jardim. 
For more details about which keys were used to find the different types, see also 
Appendix Table 1. For each building, the use for ground level and upper level was 
defined (see Figure 36). This worked in four steps: 
 

Ã First, land use areas such as commercial and residential were found from 
OSM. These were overlaid with the buildings and matching buildings were 
filled with that basic information for both upper and lower level. 
 

Ã Second, for each building the use defined in the “building” tag is found as 
described before and saved as main use of the building, which is the upper 
level. The use defined in the step before will be overwritten, if not the same.  
 

Ã Third, the uses that are found as point inside building geometries are used 
to (i) fill gaps where no information in the first two steps was found and (ii) 
for all buildings with an already given upper level use, the use for the ground 
level is defined.  
 

Ã At last, for those buildings that got only one use from the three steps (land 
use area, building geometry, points), that use was defined for both upper 
and lower level. 

 
Using the ”building=levels” tag, it was possible for almost 80% of the buildings  to 
get the number of levels. For those without any information about the amount of 
levels, an experimental way of interpolating these number was chosen.  
 
Using the information about area, location, ground level use and upper level use 
from the buildings with floor level information, a machine learning algorithm in 
Grasshopper was trained.  
This algorithm was implemented in Grasshopper by Benjamin Felbrich at the 
Institute of Computational Design at the University of Stuttgart [26]. It is well 
documented and has several examples [11]. For this case, his example of a 
supervised learning algorithm that helps with fruit classification, was adapted.  
The data was trained using a neural network with four so called Sigmoid layers and 
using backpropagation to minimize errors [26].  
 
This algorithm was used to predict the floor levels of the missing 20% (see Figure 
37). It worked for almost all buildings very well, only special structures like the 
Lanxess-Arena (Köln-Arena) were not predicted right, because of missing 
examples in the training data. For the residential buildings, good results were 
achieved. For a more precise result for all building types, a bigger data set would 
need to be created, using a bigger radius with Gismo. Since this is not the focus of 
this project, the results were sufficient. 
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At last, the buildings are categorized in the Stadtviertel of the City Cologne. This is 
done with statistics about households for each Stadviertel  available at Offene 
Daten Köln [10] as JSON file including the outline geometry of the Stadviertel. This 
geometry was overlaid with the buildings from OSM and these buildings were 
categorized according to that.  
 
The statistics about households from 2017 [10] includes information about amount 
and size of households, divided in one, two, three, four and more than four person 
households, given for each Stadtviertel as percentage. This data was used to 
estimate the number of residents for each building inside the radius. The dataset 
is combined with statistics about the inhabitants [6], also available from Offene 
Daten Köln from the year 2017. This data includes information about how many 
residents each Stadtviertel has, but also the different age groups in percentage 
per Stadtviertel.   
 
Combining those two datasets, it was possible to estimate the residents per 
building. First, the total residential area available in each Stadtviertel was 
calculated.  
 
By dividing the number of residents of each Stadtviertel with its total residential 
area, the average living space per resident for each Stadtviertel is calculated. With 
this, the number of residents per building is estimated (see Figure 38).  
As visible in mentioned graphics, the number of residents per building is over 
proportional high in some parts at the edge or the investigated area. Especially in 
Humboldt and GE Südstadt the effect is visible. This is due to the fact, that the total 
number of residents per Stadtviertel is used for calculations, but not all the 
buildings of the district are included. By calculating the area of each Stadtviertel 
inside the area of interest, the number of residents per Stadtviertel could be 
calculated proportional to that. Because these citizens are likely to interact with 
buildings and citizens inside the investigated area, they are kept for the simulation 
anyway, for now.  
 
Since most of the Stadtviertel inside the investigated radius will grow little until 
2040, according to the Kölner statistische Nachrichten [53], there is no growth in 
the number of residents in the already existing Stadtviertel. The biggest population 
growth in the investigated area is going to be the newly developed Deutzer Hafen 
itself, as also mentioned in [53], with its almost 7000 new residents. 
In the same step, a CSV file is generated, that contains information about the 
residents of cologne, outside the Deutzer Hafen district. This file is used later to 
generate the agents. The file includes the building the agent lives in and the age 
group, the agent belongs to. The age groups are taken from the statistics about 
inhabitants [6] and used to match the proportions of each age group in each 
Stadtviertel. Each group contains one or more types of agents that could belong 
to that age group (see Table 2). The type of each agent is then chosen randomly 
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among the types in the list. For example, an agent in the age group of 18 to 30 can 
be either a College student, Young professional or Home maker. 
 

Type Description 

DIENSTL Service, offices 

EINZEHL Shops  

EMPTY Empty/no information 

GASTRO Restaurants, cafes  

HOTEL Hotels, BnBs, hostels 

KiTA/KiGA Childcare 

KULTUR Museum, church 

NACHTL Clubs, Bars 

PARKEN Parking 

SCHULE Schools 

WOHNEN Residential 

HOCHSCHULE Higher education 

INDUSTRIE Industrial 

GESUNDHEIT Hospitals, doctors 

OEFFENTLICHKEIT Public buildings 

FREIZEIT Leisure 
Table 1| Types of Buildings  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 2| Age groups 

  

Agent Type Age Group 
Under 18 18 to 30 30 to 65 65 to 80 Over 80 

Student      

Young 
professional 

     

Home maker      

Mid-career 
workers 

     

Executives      
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Figure 37| Building use according to OSM with floor levels 

Figure 38| Residents per building  
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4 \ 1 \ 2  Streets 
 
All streets are represented as polylines, consisting of points. The process to stream 
this information is like the one used for gathering the buildings information.  
For the ABM model, the streets are divided in three categories: 
 

Ã Pedestrian street 
 

Ã Highway 
 

Ã Street with pedestrians and cars (mixed) 
 
 

By identifying the relevant tags and features (see Appendix Table 2) the stream 
from OSM is filtered and the streets are divided in these three categories. 
Especially important is the direction of the streets. It is given by the sequence of 
points that build the polyline. 
 

 
Figure 39| Point organisation 
 

This organisation of points is crucial to use the Driving skill later because it gives 
the agent the information in which direction to move. 
For this, also the information if a street section is a one-way street, is needed. In 
OSM this is featured as an extra tag. For streets without that information available, 
it was assumed that they are not one-way streets.  
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4 \ 1 \ 3  Parks and public spaces  
 
 
Public parks and spaces for recreation are found using the same logic from OSM.  
 
 

4 \ 1 \ 4  Public transportation network & nodes 
 
 
Using the logic of OSM that was explained before, the public transportation 
stations were found. Since there are usually several points for one station (for 
different directions, different lines), the points from OSM were clustered with 100-
meter maximum distance. The center of these clusters was considered to be the 
actual station.  
 
Apart from the stations, the network of public transportation was found. 
Unfortunately, only the tram network was available. This is used as base for the 
public transport.  
 

Figure 40| Streets, public transport, parks & Rec. 
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 ABM in GAMA 
 
 

4 \ 2 \ 1  Agent: people 
 
The agents in the model are the future residents of Deutzer Hafen and the residents 
of the surrounding districts. According to Kölner Statistische Nachrichten [52], the 
number of residents in the surrounding area will grow little until 2040, so the 
existing number of 71.000 is kept for the simulation. As for the new district, 7.000 
people are expected to live there in the future. 
 
To optimize the simulation, a percentage of these numbers will be used to populate 
the district and the surrounding area, otherwise it would be impossible to run the 
model with our resources. This sample of 8% of the population will still give an idea 
of how the entire population would move and interact with the district. As 
mentioned in [28] “it may not be necessary to run a full sample of all households 
and people in the synthetic population in order to analyse every type of alternative 
scenario [...]”. 
 
Another simplification made regarding the population is that we chose to work only 
with individual people and not households. For such a short research time, we 
would not be able to establish in the model the complex relationships between 
members of the same household and how they affect their activity patterns. This 
simplification can be observed in models such as CityScope [31]. 
 
People attributes such as type and activity table are imported for each agent from 
the CSV files with the profiles created before. Other attributes such as living or 
working place are defined in the model. Every agent that lives in the district is 
assigned a random building of type “WOHNEN” as their living place. The agents 
living in the neighbouring districts are assigned an specific building as their home 
location, like explained in chapter 4 \ 1 \ 1 . For all of the agents, their working place 
is a building with the same use as their “work type” attribute that is inside the radius 
of their “work distance” attribute. Vehicle usage can be related to how far one 
works from home [28], so assigning work places respecting this distance 
guarantees consistency in the profiles.  
 
Vehicle ownership is assigned to each agent according to their type and 
aggregated mobility statistics from the German Ministry of Transport [27] for the 
year 2017. We collected mobility mode usage statistics divided by age groups and 
adapted them to our profile types. The types of mobility in the statistics go from on 
foot to even airplane, but we only use electric bikes, bikes, motorbikes, and cars. 
We use an average of the percentages for the first two for bikes, and an average 
of the percentages for the last two for cars. Then, we sum the percentages of 
multiple age groups to get the final percentages for each profile type. 
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Statistics Distribution per Profile Type 

Age 
Group 

Bike Car Student Young 
Professional 

Home maker Mid-career 
workers/ 
Executives 

B C B C B C B C 

0-6 4% 3% 

20
% 

35
% 

   

7-10 2% 2%    

11-13 3% 1%    

14-17 4% 9%    

18-29 8% 15% 

59% 73% 

87% 86% 

 

30-39 9% 13%  

76% 69% 

40-49 15% 18%  

50-59 20% 21%  

60-64 8% 7%  

65-74 16% 8%   

75-79 9% 4%   

>=80 3% 2%    

Table 3| Percentages for ownership of bike or car. 

 
For each type of agent, we then assign a car and a bike to the percentage of that 
type’s population according to the table. Because the assignment is made 
randomly, some agents will end up having both vehicles and some will have none. 
Unfortunately, we could not get such statistics from the Ministry of Transport. 
The five agent types were derived from the seven types observed in this CityScope 
project [39]. The population is created from the set of 83 profiles derived from 
social media, that contains a number of profiles from each type. Because the 
profiles set is smaller than the model’s population, the profiles must be duplicated 
until the demographics of the model are achieved. But because vehicles are 
assigned randomly and every agent has some optional activities on their tables that 
they also choose randomly, two agents created from the same profile can still 
behave differently. Each agent also follows a set of behaviours that determines 
when, where and how they move in the environment. In the following table an 
overview of attributes and the behaviours that create them can be seen. 
 

Types Student Young 
professional 

Home 
maker 

Mid-career 
workers 

Executive 

Users 9 12 23 20 19 

% 7,47% 9,96% 19,09% 16,6% 15,77% 

Table 4| Final distribution of people types in the profiles set [22] 
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People Agent 
Source Attributes Behaviours 
From 
synthetic 
profile 

Type  

Work distance 

Work type 

Activity table 

Defined in 
model 

Resident of the district 

Has car 

Has bike 

Living place Find living place {chooses at random a 
residential building inside or outside the district} 

Working place Find working place {chooses a building with the 
same type as their work type and inside their 
work distance radius inside or outside the 
district} 

Current trip objective Create trip objective {check if the next activity 
in the activity table is different from the current 
activity and create the next trip objective} 

Current target Create target {if next activity is ‘home’ or ‘work’, 
create target to the living or working place. If it 
is a different activity, chooses at random a 
building from that type inside a certain radius 
around current position. If no building from that 
type is available inside the radius, choose at 
random one outside} 

Possible mobility modes Choose mobility mode {if agent has car or bike 
and is at home, those options are added to the 
list. If agent already left home with one of these 
modes, that will be their mode until they return 
home. Exception is when agent goes to work, 
they can leave the mode at work and go have 
lunch walking, for example. But when they leave 
work, they must use the mode parked there}  

Current mobility mode 

Current place Move {move towards current target and update 
place and activity when there} Current activity 

Table 5| People agent’s main attributes and behaviours. 
 

 
Figure 41| Activity table example. 
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Every hour the agent checks the next activity in their activity table and, if it is 
different from the activity in which they are now, they create a new trip objective. If 
in the next hour slot there are more than one activity, they first choose one of these 
at random to compare with the current activity. Let us say a person has the 
following activity table and it is 5:00 am and they are at home. 
 
The next hour slot contains two possible activities: ZUHAUSE and EINZELH. One 
of them is chosen randomly by the agent and then compared with the current 
activity. If the agent chooses ZUHAUSE, they will not create a new trip objective, 
because the activity is the same as their current one. If the agent chooses 
EINZELH, then they create a new trip objective. 
The new trip starts in the next hour in a random minute, with a target that depends 
on the type of activity. If it is work or home, the target will be the working or living 
place. If it is a different activity, the agent will search for a place matching that 
activity around the area where they are now, respecting a defined radius of 400 m 
(which can be considered a walking distance). They then choose randomly one of 
the places found or, when no place is found inside the radius, a random place of 
that type outside the radius is chosen. 
 

 
Figure 42| Create trip objective behaviour diagram. 
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With the target chosen, the agent must now choose the mobility mode to get there. 
Each agent will have different options of mobility modes, depending on their profile 
(if they have a car or not) and on how they moved around so far (if they left the 
house with the car, they must use the car until returning home). 

 
Figure 43| Defining possible mobility modes for each trip diagram. 

 
Once the agent has the options of possible mobility modes for each trip, one mode 
is defined according to three factors: travel-time, price, and difficulty. To compute 
these values, we follow the algorithm used in [39], where each mobility mode has 
pre-defined price, time and difficulty values. We slightly adapt the values to better 
fit our model. 
 

Mobility Mode Type Price / km Waiting Time Time / km Difficulty / Trip 
Walking 0.001 0.2 15 0 

Bike 0.01 1 8 0.2 

Car 0.35 3 3 0.3 

Public Transport 0.1 6 3 0.5 

Table 6| Mobility mode types and their factor values. 
 
Every trip, the factors are calculated for each mode accordingly, for example, the 
travel time for cars will usually be shorter, but it is cheaper and less difficult to walk. 
After calculating these values, each mobility mode will have a score that is 
weighted according to the agent’s characteristics. An executive, for example, will 
prioritize time and difficulty over price, while for a student, they may choose the 
cheapest option, even if it is more difficult. For these calculations, we also use a 
table of weights from [39] for each type of agent, slightly adapted to our model. 
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Agent Type Price Time Difficulty 
Student -1 -0.6 -0.1 

Young professional -0.7 -0.9 -0.75 

Home maker -0.5 -0.85 -0.9 

Mid-career workers -0.1 -1 -0.7 

Executives 0 -1 -1 

Table 7| Mobility mode weights per agent type 
 
Given an example trip with all four mobility modes as option and comparing two 
different agents, a Student, and an Executive, we would have the following example 
calculation. Table 8 shows the calculated values for a 3 km trip for each mode. 
These values are weighted positively or negatively, depending on the agent. In the 
end, each mode has a score and the agent will choose that with the highest one. 
The Executive chooses the car while the Student chooses the bike, as seen in 
Table 9. 
 
 

Table 8| Values for an example trip. 
 
 

Table 9| Scores per agent type for the example trip. 

 
 
When it is time to start the next activity, the move behaviour of the agent is 
activated, and they will go towards their target. The path they follow will depend on 
their mobility mode – walking and biking can be done in most streets except for 
highways, driving a car is possible in less of them – and so will the speed in which 
they move. If the mobility mode chosen is public transportation, a different move 
behaviour is activated, that works parallel with the public transport agent. This 
behaviour is further explained in the next chapter. 
  

Mode Walk Bike Car Public Trans. 
Price 0.003 0.03 1.05 0.3 

Time 45.2 25 12 15 

Difficulty 0 0.2 0.3 0.5 

Agent Type Walk Bike Car Public Trans. 
Student -0.602 -0.400 -1.219 -0.584 

Executive -1 -0.953 -0.865 -1.331 
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4 \ 2 \ 2  Agent: Public transport 
 
To create our public transport vehicles, we again follow CityScope’s approach in 
[39]. The vehicle agent has three attributes: 
 

Ã Stops: the list of stops. 
 

Ã Stop passengers: the list of people that will get out of the bus in each stop. 
 

Ã Target: the next stop in the schedule. 
 
A number n of vehicles is created at the beginning of the simulation, each one in a 
different stop, so there is an interval in between them. The vehicles move from stop 
to stop according to their schedule and embark and disembark people. 
When a people agent chooses public transport as mode for a trip, they find the 
next stop and walk until there. They also find the stop closest to their target location 
and save that information. When the vehicle arrives at the stop where the people 
agent is waiting, the people agent ‘embarks’ on the vehicle and is added to the list 
of people who will disembark at their target stop. The people agent then moves 
together with the vehicle agent, in the same speed, but only the vehicle agent is 
visible. As soon as the vehicle arrives at the target stop of that people agent, they 
‘disembark’ and walk the rest of the way until their target building. 
This agent is of course a simplification of the public transport available in the district 
and represents only the tram. 
 

4 \ 2 \ 3  Agent: building  
 
The buildings are generated using the shape files that were created in 
Grasshopper (see 4 \ 1 \ 1 ). Here, one of the big advantages of GAMA is used 
[79]. It is possible to create agents directly from a shape file, using the information 
(defined in 4 \ 1 \ 1 ) that is passed along with the geometry in that file. For each 
geometry, an agent is created including corresponding information such as lower 
level and upper level use.   
If this use is for example “WOHNEN”, the building agent will be available for people 
agents to become a resident. These people agents will be registered in a list in the 
building agent. From this list, and the living area of the building, the current 
occupation is calculated. This informs other people agents, which look for a living 
place, if they can move into that building. They should always move into the building 
with the lower occupation, this way we guarantee that all the buildings will be 
equally occupied. The building agents are separated into district buildings and 
buildings of the surrounding city.  
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4 \ 2 \ 4  Agent: Urban Vitality cell  
 

 
Figure 44| Vitality grid, visualized on the interface (resolution here 25x25m) 

Jane Jacobs [48] defines urban vitality as an essential factor in terms of street life. 
A successful and safe urban space is only possible through a diversity of people 
walking through a neighbourhood with different purposes and during different times 
of the day.  
 
Recent works [58, 74–76] took up on Jacobs idea of urban vitality. Sung, Lee at 
al. [76] were the first to successfully proof the theory with a 10-year study of 
pedestrian activity based on surveys in Seoul, South Korea. In Italy, scientists came 
to similar results [58], using big data instead of surveys. At the UCL in London, 
Patrizia Sulis et al. [74] worked in a similar direction. These works aim to proof 
Jacobs theory using computational methods and keeping her idea of diversity in 
the built environment.  
 
In her PhD, Sulis continued her research in the field of “Measuring urban vitality 
through human mobility patterns” [73]. In this work, Jacobs theory was adapted 
and, instead of emphasising on building diversity, the focus is directly on the 
diversity of people as a measurable value, that strengthens the urban vitality. 
 
As part of this thesis, an urban vitality benchmark is implemented as a high 
resolution, real time heat map. This benchmark should be based on the diversity 
of people currently moving, their current objective, and the pedestrian flow related 
to time. This benchmark should also consider the mode of transportation of people, 
with cars giving a negative influence on the urban vitality.  
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Desired is a diverse, continuous pedestrian flow with little peaks or valleys in public 
places. 
Combined with the interactivity of the model, which allows to play with the building 
uses of the district and the population, the relationship between those two variables 
and urban vitality should be explorable by the user of the model. The goal is to 
optimize Urban vitality for certain areas by triggering building use and population 
division and support the project developer with such decisions.  
 
As mentioned, she defines three main drivers for for urban vitality: (i) diversity of 
people (ii) different purposes and (iii) during different times of the day. This can be 
interpreted as diversity of agent profile, agent objective diversity and diversity in 
time (see Figure 45).   
 
Diversity itself is a measurable value and can be calculated using the Shannon 
entropy Index. This index was introduced in 1948 by Shannon as part of his paper 
“A mathematical theory of communication” [69]. It describes the variety of different 
species in a dataset, considering the amount of different species(i) and the number 
of individuals from each species(n). N is defined as the total number of individuals 
in the dataset. 
 

HS = �𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖  ∗ ln𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖   𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 =
𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖
𝑁𝑁

𝑆𝑆

𝑖𝑖

 

Equation 1| Shannon entropy index [69] 
 

Commonly used in ecology to describe the diversity of species, it is also applied to 
describe diversity in urban context as done by Cerrone, Lehtovuori et al. [29] or 
the diversity of people in cities [51]. 
 

 
Figure 45| Vitality Cell with time for non-interactive simulation 
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This grid of cells with a resolution of 50 x 50 m evaluates the urban vitality of this 
space in real time and gives a visual feedback. Therefore, every round of the 
simulation, the people agents that overlap the cell, give two information values to 
the cell: (i) profile and (ii) current objective. This is used to calculate the diversity 
of each of those three values. The first two values (profile and objective) are saved 
by the cell only for 60 minutes of global time.  
The profiles are defined by Jardim [22]. There are five different profiles in total.  
Knowing this, it is possible to calculate the maximum diversity of profiles 
(Hprofiles_max), as follows in Equation 2. 
 
 

𝐻𝐻𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝_𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = −  ��1
5
∗ ln �1

5
��  + �1

5
∗ ln �1

5
��  +  �1

5
∗ ln �1

5
��  +  �1

5
∗ ln �1

5
�� +

 �1
5

 ∗  ln  �1
5
��� =  1.6094379  

Equation 2| H profiles_max 

 
 

H profiles_max would be a group of agent people where each profile appears the same 
amount and each profile is present. This scenario would be the highest diversity 
possible.  
 
The objectives are also defined by Jardim, so H objectives_max can be calculated in the 
same way (Equation 3). 
 

 
Equation 3| H objectives_max 

 

 

Both H profiles_max and H objectives_max are defined in the initiation of the simulation. Each 
cell now calculates H profiles_current and H objectives_current based on the information given 
by the overlapping agent people. This takes all agents that passed by this cell 
during the last 60 minutes into consideration.  
 
 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖_𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐  
𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖_𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  

  

Equation 4| Diversity 
 
 

It is now possible to calculate the diversity, considering the maximum H and the 
current H values as in Equation 4.  This value is calculated in each round. From 
that, the current attractivity in the current hour can be calculated. Since the time 
equivalent of one round is flexible, one hour can last a varying number of simulation 
rounds R.  R is counted until the next hour starts.  
 
 

𝐻𝐻𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝_𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 2.63905732 
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+𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖
2  

𝑅𝑅

𝑖𝑖
𝑅𝑅

  

Equation 5| Current vitality 
 
 
 

For Jacobs, the third factor besides different purposes and diversity of people is 
the continuity of people during time. This is considered by saving the vitality current 
value after an hour passed as vitality per hour. This way, a list of vitality values for each 
hour is generated. The total vitality is then calculated as the sum of vitality per hour 

and current vitality, divided through the hours that passed by (T). 
 
 
 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 = (∑𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ℎ𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 )+𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑇𝑇

  

Equation 6| total vitality 
 
 

This way, only a space that constantly has a high vitality will be considered vital. 
Another value that is considered by the urban vitality benchmark is the traffic on 
the grid. The cell is counting the number of cars passing every round. This number 
is multiplied by the factor 0.025 and then subtracted from the vitality average. This 
gives the final urban vitality of the cell. 
The result is a value between 0 and 1 that is translated in colours which indicate 
the quality of the public space as a heat map on the model. Black stands for no 
vitality, values in the red area indicate a bad vitality with little diversity and blue is 
representing high urban vitality. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 46| Urban vitality heatmap colours 
 
 
 

While testing the system, it turned out that, because the vitality is saved for each 
hour, the reactivity of the cells was not given. Therefore, for an interactive 
simulation where parameters might change with time, the time factor was taken 
out of the calculation ( see Figure 47). During the simulation, a space that 
constantly keeps up in the range of blue colours, is considered vital. For a non-
interactive simulation, the calculation is described in Figure 45. 
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Figure 47| Activity cell for an interactive simulation 
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4 \ 2 \ 5  Interactive Parameters 
 
Three main parameters allow the user to explore different scenarios in the model: 
 

Ã Density distribution: the percentage of each people type can be adjusted, 
resulting in changes in the way they move and also in the total amount of 
people. Each type has a different square meter_per_person value, like for 
example College students with 30 m²/person and Executives with 50 
m²/person. Meaning if we increase the percentage of College students, the 
total number of people in the district would also increase, since they each 
need less area. On the other hand, by increasing the percentage of 
Executives, who need more area, the total amount of people in the district 
would decrease. Executives have also a higher probability of owning a car 
than College students, who are more likely to ride a bike or use public 
transportation. Changing their percentages will also affect which modes of 
transportation are most used inside the district. 

 

Agent Type m²/ person 
Student 30 

Young professional 30 

Home maker 40 

Mid-career workers 50 

Executives 40 

Table 10| Square meters per person. 

 
Ã Building use: the model starts with each building having the ground and 

upper level use as defined in the project. During the simulation these values 
can be changed for every building in the district, resulting in changes in the 
amount of people living in the district (if a residential building has its use 
changed, for example) and also in how many people visit the district and 
what they do there (if the amount of restaurants is increased, the district 
might have a higher occupation during lunch hour, for example). 

 
Ã Day of the week: the agents have two different activity tables, one for 

weekdays and one for weekends. The user can choose to visualize each 
one of them in the simulation, which will create changes in the types of 
activities attended by the agents, reducing for example work activities and 
increasing leisure activities. Weekends will be particularly interesting to 
visualize how green areas and other public spaces are used. 
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4 \ 2 \ 6  Visualization & data representation 
 
GAMA allows the user to define different displays that will show the simulation in 
parallel, showing different aspects of the model. In this case, two displays were 
defined: (i) a display that will be directly projected onto the tangible user interface 
and (ii) a second display that is projected by the second projector onto a wall.  

 

 
Figure 48| Table projection 
 

(i) The table projection gives information through five different real time graphics: 
 

Ã 1 On the district buildings, at the location of the tags, the current building 
use is visualised with six different colours.  
 

Ã 2 As base layer, a heat map visualizes the urban vitality (see 4 \ 2 \ 4 ) 
 

Ã 3 On the right side, the bar chart represents the position of the sliders for 
population division. This is the biggest bar chart. 
 

Ã 4 Above graphic 3, the lower bar chart represents the current time 
equivalent of a simulation step in minutes.  
 

Ã 5 The third bar chart lets the user choose predefined configurations that he 
can activate to compare to his/her new layout. Not implemented yet, but 
interesting would be the possibility to save a certain layout also for 
comparing it later.   
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Figure 49| Second Screen Visualization 
 

(ii) In the lower left corner, the current time, type of day and the following day is 
visualized. The second screen also gives information through six different real time 
graphics: 
 

Ã 1 On the left side, the whole area of cologne, that was investigated, is 
visualized as a map. On this map, the current mobility flow through the city 
is shown as a trajectory map where each mode of mobility has its own 
colour. Combined with the two corresponding ring charts (2&3) this map 
helps understanding the flow of people through the city and which mode of 
transportation they choose.  
 

Ã 2&3 These ring charts in the top right of the screen represent the cumulative 
mobility mode choices, one for the people in the whole investigated area 
and one for the district of Deutzer Hafen only. Also the average distance per 
trip is shown here.  
 

Ã 4 This chart in the middle on the right is inspired by the idea of classic word 
clouds which are often used to visualize the number of appearances of a 
word in a dataset of words using the size and position of the word as 
indicator. In this case, the graphics shows the current objectives that all 
people which are currently in the district are heading to. The objectives are 
sorted from left to right according to current popularity and grow in size 
depending on that, with the biggest and most left objective as the most 
popular one at the moment. It gives also information about how many 
citizens are active at the moment in the district and how many of them are 
residents of the district or visitors. 
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Ã 5 The pie chart in the lower middle of the screen visualizes the current 
population divided in five types, defined by Amanda Jardim [22]. This pie 
chart corresponds to the population division slider of the tangible user 
interface.  The slider corresponds to the area occupied per type of people 
though, this pie chart refers to the actual number of residents. The total 
number of residents is also given here.  
 

Ã 6 The bar chart in the lower right corner gives information about the urban 
vitality benchmark in the district. Unlike the heat map projected onto the 
model, this chart gets values of all activated vitality cells in the district and 
calculates the average. This is done with the vitality but also with the two 
values the vitality is calculated with: profile diversity and objective diversity. 
This makes the correlation between those three values clearer.  
 

These statistics can be reset during the simulation, using the graphical user 
interface from GAMA. Later, this could be implemented as button in the TUI also.  
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 Test runs 
 
 

 
Figure 50| Colours corresponding to building use 
 

Three different scenarios were used to evaluate the interactivity of the interface 
and the ABM: 
 

Ã Activating the waterfront. The goal of this test was to strengthen the urban 
vitality in the areas around the water. An even distributed population was 
assumed. 
 

Ã Activating the westside parks close to the open-air stage. Also here, the 
goal is to strengthen urban vitality in a certain area. An even distributed 
population was assumed. 
 

Ã Creating a district predominately for young people.  
 

As reference, the standard configuration based on COBEs design is used. The 
screen shots were taken always around 12:30 in simulation time.  In general, tests 
showed that there are three kinds of zones in the district: (i) areas that are always 
activated, totally independent of the building program and the population. These 
areas are bundled especially around the central pedestrian bridge with its 
connection to the public transport station, the end of the pool, and the pedestrian 
bridge that connects the district with the city centre. (ii) Areas that are frequented 
constantly, typically close to the areas of the first category but with lack of diversity. 
These areas are easily activated during the interaction with the model. (iii) Remote 
areas of the district that are not frequented much and are hard to make attractive 
and vital.  
 
These tests were made to show the reactivity of the model and possible uses. 
Scenarios like those could be played through with the model and the impact can 
be visualized. It also gives an idea of how results can be interpreted by the user. 
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4 \ 3 \ 1  Reference configuration 
 

 
Figure 51| reference config screen 1 
 

For comparison, the layout as currently planned by COBE, is analysed. The 
population here is 667 (8% of the actual population). The layout is roughly divided 
in three parts: (i) a mixed-use area on the east side, (ii) a predominantly work 
related area in the south and (iii) a mainly for living used area in the west that also 
contains the school. The mixed-use area with its proximity to the public transport 
is the most vital part of the district in this scenario. Other parts of the district such 
as the public place with the open-air stage in the west or the head of the water pool 
in the south are frequented, but do not have a consistency in urban vitality. Looking 
at the overall statistics, it becomes clear that the district lacks of some activities in 
walkable distance, visible in the diversity of objectives and the fact that, compared 
to the whole investigated area, people tend to choose more often to not walk.  The 
active people in the district were almost evenly distributed in visitors and residents 

Figure 52| reference config screen 2 
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4 \ 3 \ 2  Activating the waterfront 
 

 
Figure 53| Activating waterfront screen 1 
 

This scenario was built with the idea to strengthen vitality around the water pool in 
the centre of the district. This is achieved by distributing daily life activities close to 
the pool and using the buildings further away from the water as predominately work 
and living related areas. As visible, the areas around the water get activated, while 
the remote areas calm down. The layout was developed with the original population 
in mind (667) and roughly matched (671). The number of visitors and residents 
stayed almost the same.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 54| Activating waterfront screen 2 
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4 \ 3 \ 3  Activating the westside parks 
 

 
Figure 55| Activating westside parks screen 1 
 

In this case, the goal was to concentrate on the west side park and the open-air 
stage. As visible, it was possible to strengthen that area by concentrating activities 
around it. The population was again kept the same. Compared to both other 
scenarios, the number of active people went down by around 15%. This could be 
because of the loss of activities on the east side, which attracted people from 
outside but also the other way round, residents from the district might look for 
activities outside. 
The mobility choices were not really influenced by any decisions of building use, 
except taking activities completely from the district, which leads to a larger amount 
of non-walking traffic by the residents. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 56| Activating westside parks screen 2 
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4 \ 3 \ 4  Focus on young people  
 

 
Figure 57| Focus on young people screen 1 
 

In the last scenario, the impact of a different, not that heterogenous population was 
investigated. In this case, the population mainly consisted of young people such as 
students and young professionals where homemakers, mid-career workers and 
executives were a minority. The most obvious effect is the lack of diversity, which 
is visible in the vitality heat map. The population of the district increased from 667 
to 747 due to the fact, that students are occupying less space and live denser. The 
population change also has effects on the mobility choices. Compared to the 
standard configuration, the residents tend to choose public transport more often 
instead of cars.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 58| Focus on young people screen 2 
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 Model limitations 

 

4 \ 4 \ 1  Computational power 
 
A major limitation was the lack of computational power to simulate the investigated 
area with all its 70.000 citizens. The population was reduced to 8%, to make it 
possible to have a fluent simulation. Higher values are possible but come with high 
waiting time for each round of simulation. For an interactive experience, this was 
not acceptable. For the presentation of this project, a high-performance computer 
from the university is going to be used, to improve this. As pointed out before, it 
might not be necessary to run the simulation with all citizens, in order to get 
representative results, according to [28]. 
This limitation might also come from the lack of experience with GAMA of both 
authors and the short time, in which the model was developed. The script is a “work 
in progress” with several parts that an expert in GAML could probably solve in 
more efficient ways. 
 

4 \ 4 \ 2  Effective triggers 
 
The biggest challenge turned out to be finding the right triggers to influence the 
model and to make the interaction with the model possible. Since the development 
of the Deutzer Hafen is already very advanced, the possibilities to influence it were 
mainly two variables: (i) the building use and (ii) the population. Those two were 
chosen to be available for user interaction. While testing, it became clear though, 
that it was hard to really influence the urban vitality using just these variables, 
because they are part of a complex system where almost all variables relate to 
each other.   
 

4 \ 4 \ 3  Data 
 
Another limitation is the general lack of data. For example, while it was possible to 
get the tram network, there was no source available for bus and S-Bahn. The only 
possibility would have been to manually add it. This gets visible when looking at the 
mobility choices.  
Moreover, time-use data from Colone was not available, which is why time-use 
data from the Netherlands had to be used for the synthetic population. 
 

4 \ 4 \ 4  Closed ecosystem 
 
The model as it is now, works as a closed system, meaning the influence of the 
surrounding of the investigated area is not considered in any decision. This is 
especially visible when looking at the mode of transportation, where the majority of 
the agents chooses “walking”. This is mostly because of the lack of long-distance 
trips since the radius of the investigated area is 1.3 km only.  
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4 \ 4 \ 5  Limited testing possibilities 
 
The original idea for this interactive simulation was to learn from reactions and 
feedback from users, while developing it. Positioned in FabLab at the university, it 
would have attracted many students. Due to the current pandemic situation in the 
year 2020, this was not possible and not even the authors were able to test the 
interface in the way they would have liked to. 
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 Future development 
 
The interactive simulation was developed during this thesis to a point that shows 
its potential. There are several points that could be further improved though to 
sharpen the simulation and create a better interactivity. In the following, two main 
points are discussed. 
 

4 \ 5 \ 1  Mobility 
 
At the moment, the mobility modes are chosen with a weighted means decision 
making model (see 4 \ 2 \ 1 ). The results are not really matching the current 
statistics from Colone though [3]. This might partly be because of lack of data and 
the closed system design (see 4 \ 4 \  ). The way agents decide on the mobility 
mode needs to be reinvestigated in the future. This could be done by further 
adjusting the weights and values for choice making (see 4 \ 2 \ 1 ). 
 
Shared mobility becomes also more and more import in today’s cities. This should 
be taken into consideration in the future, possibilities to rent vehicles such as bikes 
or cars are spreading in the city of cologne and are also integrated in COBE’s 
design for the Deutzer Hafen (as “Mobilitätspunkt”).  In the future, this network of 
shared mobility points should be implemented and enable agents without car or 
bike to rent a vehicle there. 
 
Furthermore, the way agents are moving should be improved. The driving skill 
enables the agents to use a network of lines as roads. It includes all important 
features for a proper traffic simulation. It was developed by Patrick Taillandier as a 
plugin for GAMA [65]. Agents are able to follow the concept of “right-side driving”, 
keep distance to other agents and react to crossings and traffic lights. The 
necessary information was already gathered via OSM (see 4 \ 1 \ 2 ) and is 
implemented in the GIS files used in GAMA. This feature was tested in separated 
simulations and could be implemented later to improve the quality of the traffic 
simulation. The driving skill could be used to simulate bikes, cars, and pedestrians 
as well. 
 

4 \ 5 \ 2  Households  
 
The model as it is, considers each person as a household (own apartment, own 
vehicle). In the future, it would be good to further detail the households and divide 
the population into those. Households have information about members, type and 
number of vehicles, type of household (e.g. family, shared flat) and possibly even 
financial situation. This could help improving the mobility choices and can introduce 
shared trips (e.g. the whole family travels together).  
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                     Conclusion* 
 
Although it comes with simplifications and developments left for the future, our 
system showed great potential in supporting urban design decisions. 
 
The simulation of different scenarios in the district, by changing parameters of 
population demographics and building use, resulted in a big impact on the 
calculated urban vitality of the public spaces. This response of the model not only 
highlights some obvious assumptions – such as areas closer to connecting bridges 
being more frequented – but also shows surprising results in different settings – 
like how easy it is to lose visitors when removing just part of the commercial 
buildings. 
 
Many uncertainties still remain due to simplifications in the agent-based model and 
limited data and technical resources. Despite that, how the agents built from the 
social media profiles behave in the simulations, from where and when they go to 
which mobility mode they choose, was not very distant of how real people are 
expected to behave. In the future, it would be interesting to see how adding 
household information to the population or more transportation modes could affect 
the results. Modelling a bigger area of the city and running the model with a bigger 
sample of the population could also bring improvement. 
 
Despite still not have been tested in a bigger group due to the current social 
distancing rules, the tangible user interface performed well between a small group 
of people, being easily understandable, intuitive and giving almost immediate 
feedback to the user when interacted with. Built with a much more affordable set-
up than similar tools, it still has the potential of being reused for different projects, 
just by replacing the tabletop and keeping the rest of the hardware.  
 
Also approachable was the concept of the agents in the simulation being based on 
real people from social media, as noted by a colleague who interacted with the 
table. Such feedback hints at the potential of making citizens feeling recognized in 
urban design decisions, since social media is so familiar to almost everybody 
nowadays. Even with the possibility of privacy concerns raising, as discussed 
earlier, people tend to feel comfortable in having their data used when they know 
how, why and for what it will be used, in which the TUI is a powerful tool in clarifying 
some of these questions and showing to what their data would be contributing to. 
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Figure 59| TUI in action 2 
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Appendix Table 1: Keys and Values for buildings 

Type Geometry Key Value 

DIENSTL Polygon building:use office 

residential;office 

service 

building office 

amenity post_office 

Point amenity atm 

bank 

car_rental 

car_sharing 

car_wash 

driving_school 

studio 

EINZELH Polygon building:use commercial 

residential;commercial 

residential;retail 

building retail 

commercial 

amenity fuel 

marketplace 

post_office 

Point amenity fuel 

pharmacy 

post_office 

vending_machine 

GASTRO Polygon building:use foodservice 

amenity cafe 

canteen 

fast_food 

restaurant 

Point amenity cafe 

canteen 

fast_food 

ice_cream 
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Type Geometry Key Value 

internet_cafe 

restaurant 

HOTEL Polygon building:use hotel 

KiTA/KiGa Polygon amenity kindergarten 

Point amenity childcare 

kindergarten 

KULTUR Polygon building:use cultural 

gathering 

religion 

religious 

building chapel 

church 

place_of_worship 

amenity community_centre 

library 

place_of_worship 

theatre 

Point amenity amusement_hall 

arts_centre 

community_centre 

library 

place_of_worship 

theatre 

NACHTL Polygon amenity bar 

pub 

Point amenity bar 

casino 

gambling 

nightclub 

nightlife 

pub 

PARKEN Polygon building:use parking 

building parking 

amenity parking 

Point amenity parking 

parking_entrance 

SCHULE Polygon building:use education 

building school 

amenity school 

Point amenity school 

language_school 

WOHNEN Polygon building:use residential 
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Type Geometry Key Value 

building residential 

apartments 

dormitory 

house 

HOCHSCHULE Polygon building college 

university 

amenity college 

university 

Point amenity college 

university 

INDUSTRIE Polygon building:use industrial 

storage 

residential;industrial 

building industrial 

warehouse 

GESUNDHEIT Polygon building:use medical 

building hospital 

amenity hospital 

nursing_home 

social_facility 

Point amenity dentist 

doctors 

hospital 

veterinary 

social_facility 

OEFFENTICHKEIT Polygon building:use civic 

public 

public;residential 

building public 

amenity fire_station 

police 

public_building 

townhall 

FREIZEIT Polygon building:use sport 

building stadium 

windmill 

amenity bicycle_parking 

boat_rental 
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Appendix Table 2: Keys and Values for streets 

Type Geometry Key Value 

HIGHWAY Polyline Highway living_street 

primary 

primary_link 

residential 

secondary 

secondary_link 

tertiary 

tertiary_link 

MIXED Polyline Highway motorway 

motorway_link 

trunk 

trunk_link 

PEDESTRIAN Polyline Highway cycleway 

footway 

path 

pedestrian 

service 

steps 

 
Appendix Table 3: Keys and Values for parcs 

Type Geometry Key Value 

 PARK Polygon landuse brownfield 

cemetery 

grass 

recreation_ground 

village_green 

leisure beach_resort 

common 

garden 

green 

park 

pitch 

sports_centre 

track 

PLATZ Polygon VRS:poi True 

area True 

WASSER Polygon natural water 
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